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The third and final crystal is in an epic arena. As you enter the scene, look for the hedged area with the sign pointing towards an open gate. Before you move that far, however, youll need to triumph over a group of exploding knight heads, two large dragon heads, and a fire ball monster. When you come to a hill at the
far end of the arena, there will be a rock jutting out. Start wading through the lava; when you reach the other side, a thin mountain separates you from another key area. Carefully avoid the spiky pits and lava spots until you have a perfect jump, and hop into the water, where you can go up the nearby hill. Defeat a
flaming catapult goblin, and leap up over the final lava pit. The crystal is in the open, so you just need to grab it from the ground. Oasis 1 is the first and most straightforward of the three oases. Simply defeat the bat to the left of the first one, then jump off the small ledge in the middle and run up the stairs. Quickly
select the orange cactus and jump to the right. Defeat the red ogre and giant dino to the left. There is an enemy out in the distance, but it wont be a problem for you just yet. To the right of the dino is a tower with a single jumping platform in the middle. Jump up and launch yourself off the platform to the left. This is a
big jumping section, so carefully judge your jumps. Once you have reached the top of the tower, jump down and defeat another ogre. Then, boost yourself through the air to the left and past the orange mushroom. Jump back to the ground, defeat the flaming dino and catapult turtle, jump up and grab the cactus. The
first piece of treasure is in your possession!
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Jump on the jetpack, which will slowly destroy the blocks you stand on. Note how its damage is proportional to how high up you are. If the jetpack was full when you started, youll be at the peak. As you destroy the blocks, avoid thehandsthat will grab you. Jump on the jetpack and fly up. This one is the longest, but is also
the easiest. If youre lost, just run towards the end to where the flame is coming from, a giant thing. Youll find the treasure way in the back, close to the end. Go in that direction, passing many more wasps and a red block with a sword sticking out of it. Kill the block with your Sword and Might, then jump over the blade

and swing your sword so the blade goes upwards. From here, go to the left where there are swords and a sign. Follow the sign and youre done. Derek Babers To find this treasure, jump into the blue water between two shurikens and you will find yourself in a cube. In the center of the cube, just before two more
shurikens, you will find a light blue coin on the floor. As you start walking down, jump over the falling ledges to your left to reach the coin, which will open a light blue gate. Jump through to find yourself in a dark room. Inside you will find a light blue switch. Step on it. Now, switch to a goblin, which you must defeat. After
that, switch to a potion and drink it. Step on the switch. Now turn to a goblin once more and defeat it. Next, switch to a goblin again. To the left of him will be a two-headed goblin. Switch to this goblin and kill him. Make sure to pick up the potion nearby. Now switch back to a goblin and jump across a rickety platform to
find another wooden spike goblin. Defeat it, and switch back to a potions goblin, which you must defeat a second time. Its easy, just focus on the long spiked tail on the goblin and jump past the spikes until you reach him. Then, it will be a matter of jumping over the rickety platforms to reach the next switch. Step on it

and continue towards the treasure. 5ec8ef588b
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